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Creative Spaces
for learning, activities & studying

we make space architects 
www.wemakespace.dk
info@wemakespace.dk
phone (+45)86202909 (10-15)

Step Up:
www.wemakespace.dk 
(hoejer childrens library 2010)
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Creative space
Do you want to improve your building interior? Are you looking for adaptive 
solutions, tailored your specific needs and location? We can help you establish a 
creative, inspiring interior space with innovative environments and a unique identity, 
where shape, function and use are key design parameters. 
We Make Space is an architectural design studio with experience in designing 
custom made interior solutions. We design innovative environments with quality, 
variation, function and sensory experiences as focal points. Our design can perform 
spatial story telling in any existing location.

Nature comes in shapes
We Make Space is inspired by nature’s ability to adjust, where space, shapes and 
colours are expressed in dynamic co-existence. We Make Space challenge the 
perpendicular box and establish flows and stops, to simulate processes and move-
ments naturel to us. We Make Space creates new ways to use and occupy a space.

Humans are not square
Humans form habits. We find patterns, invent systems and do repetitions, because 
it gives us comfort. But does it give us joy? When patterns are disarmed, it 
awakens the brain. Positive spatial changes in our environment challenge us to be 
more creative and explore our possibilities. 
We Make Space create non square solutions that trigger our imagination and 
expand our ways of thinking. With a high level of spatial variation our design invites 
user engagement and interaction.   

Plus functions
We Make Space custom designed solutions are rooted in the functions a location 
needs, establishing attractive areas to occupy and use in various ways. We Make 
Space unite functionality with sensory experiences. 
We Make Space design contains plus functions developed to awaken our creativity, 
inspiration and wellbeing. The design sparks ones curiosity, and exploration of the 
surroundings comes naturally to the users. Creative spaces should support lifelong 
learning and contain various ways to meet, study, exchange and develop.
”The interior challenges the students, it´s a nice place to be and you 
thrive in here”    Henning Brogaard, Principal at Digeskolen in Hoejer, Denmark.

webpage in english: wemakespace.dk & blog in danish: wemakespace.wordpress.com 

We Make Space
architectural design solutions 

Nature comes in shapes
photo by Javier Trueba

Humans are not square
photo by Lennart Nilsson

We Make Space design
photo by Paw Stryhn
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Instant Walls  
+ Puzzle Walls: 

www.wemakespace.dk 
(next exhibition 2011)

Space on Wheels: 
www.wemakespace.dk 
(nordborg childrens library 2010)
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study lairs
mobile partition walls
instant soft walls in textile
multi-functional furniture design
colours & graphic paint
establishing space and divisions
interior & book case planning

CUSTOM MADE 
SITE SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS:

Quote from a student: ‘I had no idea 
that it mattered so much how the 
room looks. Now there is more to 
look at and the room brings 
inspiration for miscellaneous tasks. 
It triggers the imagination’. 
Mads Snitgaard, 9. grade (user survey)
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Creative Spaces                                    
for learning, activities & studying

we make space architects
www.wemakespace.dk
info@wemakespace.dk
phone (+45)86202909 (10-15)

Children´s Learning Center: www.wemakespace.dk (Hoejer Childrens Library 2010)


